Solution to problem 1:
1. Solution characterization and optimal substructure.
For the number of extra spaces we have M - j + i - (k=i to j)∑l_k. In order to design a solution we first define a plausible format for the solution. There may be two choices: the number of words on a line or the number of the last word on the line relative to the beginning of the list. In this discussion I choose the latter. Thus  a valid solution will consist of a one-dimensional array say s[1..m] in which each element say s[x] (1<=x<=m m being the last line number) will contain the number of the last word on row x relative to the beginning of the list l1. Now to redefine the requirement M - j + i - (k=i to j)∑l_k we express this entity using s[] thus defining a plausible solution. We can replace j with s[x] since they both point to the same element by our setup. "i" we can replace with say s[y] for the same reason, where the range of y and x is the same only x>y. We notice that j-i gives us the number of spaces required between the words on the line. Let's ignore the sum for now.
Thus, the number of extra spaces can be rewritten as:
		M - (s[x] -s[y]) + (k=i to j)∑l_k)
We notice that s[y] is nothing but s[x-1]+1 since s[x-1] points to the last word on the previous line adding 1 will take us to our current row - first word. Thus our equation is now:
		M - (s[x] -(s[x-1] + 1)) + (k=i to j)∑l_k)
Looking at the sum we know we can replace i with s[x-1] + 1, we also know how to replace j, then the above can be rewritten as:
		M - (s[x] -(s[x-1] + 1)) + (k= (s[x-1] + 1) to s[x])∑l_k)
Then in order for a solution to be correct then we must ensure that:
		M - (s[x] -(s[x-1] + 1)) + (k= (s[x-1] + 1) to s[x])∑l_k) >= 0, which will be always true as long as M - (s[x] -s[y]) + (k=i to j)∑l_k) >= 0 since we have used substitution.
The quantity we want to minimize for each line is:
		(x=1 to m-1)∑M - (s[x] -(s[x-1] + 1)) + (k= (s[x-1] + 1) to s[x])∑l_k)
In our setup the optimal substructure does exist. In other words if we have obtained the minimum of the empty spaces at the end of each line up to line x then we have arrived there by obtaining the same minimum up to line x-1 or x+1. Let us suppose that we have arrived at s[x] (x<m) and we have made choices that minimize the sum of empty spaces left over on each row to absolute minimum, by determining this same minimized quantity for s[x-1] and row x. Suppose that there is another way to minimize the sum over lines 1 to x-1. Then we could substitute this arrangement in the minimized solution for x to make it even more minimized, which contradicts our assumption that the latter is already at the absolute minimum. 

2. Recursive formula.
Let F(i) return the number j of the last word in a row so that we can fit i-j words. 
It is obvious that this function will return n if all the words up to n fit on the same line. For the recursion we can use an array price[1..n] where price[i] is the number of extra spaces used when printing word i to n. Thus we could define to following recursion:
	price[i]=0 when F(i) = n.
	price[i]=min i<=j<=F(i) {M - j + i - (k=i to j)∑l_k + price[j+1]} all other cases.
The array s is filled by F(i) in the course of execution to contain the solution to finding the end words on each line.

for i ¨ n − 1 to 0
	if n − i − 1+ (k=i+1 to n) l[k] > M 
		temp ¨ i +1 
		sum ¨ l[i+1]
		linesum ¨ M − wordlength sum + price[i +1] 
		j ¨ i +2 
		while j ≤ n and j − i − 1+sum + l[j] ≤ M 
			sum ¨ sum + l[j] 
			if M − j + i +1−sum + price[j] < linesum
				temp ¨ j 
				linesum ¨ M − j + i +1− sum) + price[j] 
			j ¨ j +1 
		s[i]¨temp
		price[i]¨linesum
	else	
		s[i]¨n 
		price[i]¨0 
		
4. Constructing the solution.

5. Time analysis.

